3.56  (c)  
SANITATION.

Item Housekeeping 3.56c  New  
Premises shall be kept clean and in good repair to facilitate good husbandry practices. 
In room 8-4 the pressure reducing valve used for the hose that washes down the room is leaking causing water to accumulate. 
Facilitate needs to repair pressure valve leak.  
Correct by 1/21/09

3.84  (c)  REPEAT  
CLEANING, SANITIZATION, HOUSEKEEPING, AND PEST CONTROL.

This was focused inspection to review those items that were cited on the inspection of Oct 31, 2008.

Item Housekeeping 3.84c  Repeat  
Premises including building and grounds where housing facilities are located must be kept clean and in good repair to facilitate good husbandry practices.

Area around the light frame in the corridor outside of rm 9-22 is cracking and the ceiling outside rm 9-4 is peeling and cracking.

Light cover in the corridor outside rm 9-40 is cracked and needs to be repaired.

Primate rm 9-42 and 9-40 has areas of cracked and peeling ceiling that need to be repaired.

Clean side of cage washer has an area of the ceiling that is cracked.

Surgical prep rm on the 8th floor has a ceiling tile with water damage and needs to be replaced and in the room there is one area that is missing a ceiling tile.

Cage storage rm 8-24 has an area that is blistering and needs to be repaired.

Facility needs to repair surfaces to maintain good husbandry practices.